In cell division, mitosis is the phase in which duplicated sets of chromosomes are mechanically aligned to form the metaphase plate before being segregated in two daughter cells.
Introduction
Biology is forward directed in time. Cells divide (Fig. 1a) , but rarely fuse (Fig. 1b) . A key process characteristic of this temporal directionality is mitosis (Fig. 1c) , during which replicated sister chromatids are mechanically separated by the mitotic spindle apparatus and segregated into the two emerging daughter cells. The reverse, the fusion of two daughter cells into one cell, does usually not happen.
It seems both intuitive and sensible that cells divide in forward direction 1, 2 . And yet, the fundamental laws of mechanics, and their extension into the quantum world are time symmetric 3, 4 , meaning they do not have the arrow of time built in. Therefore, the questions emerge i) when and ii) how cells break time-reversal-symmetry of chromosome mechanics, such that chromosome segregation becomes a forward directed and irreversible process.
Herein, we built on recent methodological advancement that allows us to optically induce hydrodynamic flows within living cells and developing embryos 5, 6 , a technique we refer to as focused-light-induced cytoplasmic streaming (FLUCS). Physically, FLUCS makes use of thermoviscous flows 7 , which have been also used to distinguish between fluid and gel like states of the cytoplasm in yeast cells 5 .
Results
Using FLUCS, we experimentally find and understand through simulations 5, 8 that hydrodynamic flows can also be introduced on nuclear length scales ( We will show that this active induction of flows in nuclei of living cells enables us to infer mechanical properties of chromosome mechanics beyond passive micro-rheology 9 . By kymograph analysis, we find that chromosomes suspended in prophase nuclei (Fig. 1f) behave near identical to colloids in a pure Stokes fluid, i.e. a highly viscous sucrose solution (Fig. 1d) .
Specifically, chromosome motion starts and stops immediately with the induction of flows.
This instantaneous behavior demonstrates i) the absence of inertia, and ii) excludes interchromosomal elastic interactions that would cause creep relaxation after flow inductions. To directly compare flow-driven transport with diffusive motion of the chromosomes, we calculate a Péclet number of ≥ = 40 (nuclear diameter of = 10 µ , a typical velocity of = 1 µ 45 and an experimentally determined diffusion coefficient of < 0.25 µ : 45 , see supplement) specifying the strongly directed character of chromosome motion when subjected to FLUCS.
Our active measurements suggest that prophase chromosomes form a viscous suspension in a Stokes-fluid-like nucleoplasm. In order to better understand if chromosomes move collectively, or individually we use non-rotationally symmetric flow stimuli that translate into non-rotationally symmetric flow fields (Fig. 3a , Supplementary Notes), and analyzed chromosome motion in a co-rotating frame of reference (Fig. 3b) . By this, we find that induced flows are able to interchange the relative positioning of chromosomes, even at later developmental stages ( Fig. 3c-d ). This ability to exchange chromosome neighbors will have strong implications to better understand structure-function relationship of nuclear architecture [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] . In the course of this study it should be highlighted that individual prophase chromosomes, rather than large clusters, form a colloidal suspension inside a Stokes fluid.
We next estimated the magnitude of flow induced drag forces in the nucleus. These can well calculated using the Stokes-Einstein relation 19 . Using < as thermal energy at 20˚, an experimentally determined diffusion constant of chromosomes = 0. . This kymograph directly reveals mirror axes of time to be located at the turning points of the periodic motion (Fig. 4b) . Minor deviations from perfectly symmetric trajectories are due to residual diffusive motion, which can even be observed for colloids immersed in a highly viscous sugar solution (Fig. 4c) . We conclude that despite the thermodynamic irreversibility of cellular biochemistry, prophase chromosomes constitute a mechanical system that obeys time-reversal-symmetry.
Mitosis, however, is an irreversible process, which becomes apparent when initially freely suspended chromosomes start congressing to form the metaphase plate (Fig. 5a , b, Supplementary Movie 7). In physical terms, the active nature 26 of this process can be observed as an entropy decrease of this colloidal system (Fig. 5c ). This old observation of directed chromosome motion [27] [28] [29] [30] emphasizes that the time-symmetric mechanics of prophase chromosomes motion must fundamentally change, such that mitosis may become a process forward-directed in time.
In order to monitor the mechanics of chromosomes beyond prophase, we applied small amplitude oscillatory flow stimuli ( = 0.25 ) as the cell cycle progressed (Fig. 5d,   Supplementary Movie 8) . Due to the active nature of induced flows, our measurement allows us to infer changes in mechanical properties also where passive micro-rheology is limited due absence of spontaneously occurring motions. Our flow oscillation data strikingly shows that upon transition into pro-metaphase, shortly after the nuclear envelope break-down, the previously observed periodic motion of chromosomes comes to a halt (Fig. 5d center) . Now chromosomes persist in their positions despite the flow driving stimuli being still present.
When investigating this transition in more detail, we find that individual chromosomes stop moving suddenly ( and less invasive than previous approaches of chromosome repositioning using glass needles 31 .
The mechanical properties of the viscous suspension of prophase chromosomes thus seems to undergo a step-wise discrete transition from a Stokes Fluid into a gel state, which resists flow-induced drag forces. In support of this gelation model, we observe a sudden resistance to flows also when inducing the gelation of a monomeric Stokes Fluid by photo-activation chemistry 32 ( Fig. 5f , see Supplement for details). As we further show, it is the transition into this gel state that initiates the breaking of time-reversal-symmetry to define the arrow of time of chromosome mechanics during mitosis.
When progressing in the cell cycle, through pro-metaphase and towards metaphase, chromosomes are known to congress to the nuclear center 33, 34 to form the metaphase plate (Fig. 5a , r.h.s). By active flows rheology measurements, we find that despite this spindlemediated increase in mobility 35 , congressing chromosomes keep on resisting induced flows (Fig. 5d, And indeed, when investigating mobility changes more systematically, we find that the same (Fig. 5g, Supplementary Movie 10) . Hence, the directed polymerization of a gel suffices to lower entropy in colloidal system by compaction.
Discussion
While cells are well-known to operate in a thermodynamically irreversible manner, subcellular systems can still obey time-reversal-symmetry. We demonstrated this for prophase chromosomes, which we discovered to represent a fluid suspension.
Due to the active nature of our micro-rheology measurements, we could further show that chromosomes transition from a purely fluid suspension, to become part of a rigid gel (Fig. 5,   S1 ) during early mitosis. Remarkably, this gel-state still persists when chromosomes are actively moved to form the metaphase plate. In light of our new experiments, assumptions implicit to models of chromosome centering by polar winds or chromosome pushing forces should be reconsidered [38] [39] [40] . Our experiments clearly show that in C. elegans embryos, forces exerted by the spindle do not primarily serve to compensate drag forces of chromosomes congressing in a viscous medium. If this was the case, viscous (dissipative) forces would cause significant fluctuations when flows are optically induced. These flow-induced oscillations, however, reduce to barely detectable amplitudes during the active process of metaphase plate formation (Fig. S1 ), stressing that while chromosomes are dynamically aligned, they are part of a rigid gel.
Conclusion
Our active flow rheology measurements show that mitotic chromatin mechanics receives a forward-directed arrow of time in a two-step process: first, discrete binding events cause a transition from a purely viscous suspension of chromosomes, to a predominantly elastic gel.
Second, it is the activity of this persistent gel-state that beaks time-reversal-symmetry, thereby tightly guiding chromosome congression in perturbation-resistant and mechanically irreversible manner. Beyond the mesoscale characterization of chromosomes as physical phase, the here presented ability to alter chromosome positioning will leverage our understanding of the structure-function-relationship of nuclear architecture also beyond mitosis [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . The transition into an active gel, that starts to move and compacts (red arrows), although it cannot be moved by flows anymore. e, Detailed analysis of the gel transition shows that individual chromosomes stop moving suddenly (pink arrow), while other ones keep on oscillating for multiple periods nearby. Sufficiency: f, Gelation causes mobility arrest of polyacrylamide suspended colloids. g, Directed gel polymerization (red arrows) suffices to cause irreversibly directed motion of colloids, and their compaction in metaphase plate type geometry. h, Physical model of mitotic chromosome mechanics: prophase chromosomes constitute a Stokes fluid-type suspension for which positive and negative time are equivalent. In pro-metaphase this fluid phase transitions into a gel, which is dominated by elastic forces. Time-reversal-symmetry is broken when this gel becomes active and directionally moves chromosomes, although they cannot be moved by induced flows anymore. 
